Dear Muhamed Saric:

We are pleased that you have confirmed to act as a poster moderator at the American College of Cardiology 64th Annual Scientific Session and TCT@ACC-i2, Saturday, March 14 - Monday, March 16, 2015, in San Diego, CA, USA.

Receipt of your acceptance and all of the details associated with your role are listed below.

Questions?
For questions about ACC.15 contact Matthew Parks at mparks@acc.org.
For questions about TCT@ACC-i2 contact Margaret Zetts at mzetts@crf.org.

Below is a summary of the Poster Presenter requirements (for the presenters in your session) and the new offerings for ACC.15. After accepting this invitation, all details will be provided again.

Moderated Poster Presenter Requirements

1. New this year: Moderated Posters will be presented at Moderated Poster Theaters centered within “villages” of flat board posters, located in Hall B1 at the convention center. To view a rendering of this set up, please click here.
   • These are electronic plasma presentations—not flat board presentations.
   • Each presenter needs to prepare a PDF of his or her presentation material and submit it to the web-based e-poster system, a link to which will be sent out in January.
   • The PDF will display on the plasma screen and will be controlled by the presenter using a tablet. Presenters can navigate the PDF like any tablet—using fingers to move it around, enlarge and zoom in or reduce it. The plasma will mirror the presenter’s navigation on the tablet.
   • E-poster upload will begin January 20, 2015 and posters must be uploaded by February 27, 2015.
   • Presenters should not prepare traditional flat poster materials.
   • Each presentation will be 10 minutes followed by a 5-minute question-and-answer period.
   • It is required that presenters include and display all disclosure information for each coauthor.

2. Moderated Poster Presentation Time Attendance: Please note that each presenter will display his or her poster on-screen for the entire 15-minute presentation time.

Moderated Poster Session Presentation Time hours are as follows:

• **Saturday, March 14**
  Poster presenters attend their screen: 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
  Poster presenters attend their screen: 3:45 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

• **Sunday, March 15**
  Poster presenters attend their screen: 9:45 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
  Poster presenters attend their screen: 3: 45 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.

• **Monday, March 16**
  Poster presenters attend their screen: 9:45 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

There will be three (3) 15-minute presentations during the presentation times above at each of the Moderated Poster pathway presentation stations for all sessions except Saturday morning, which will consist of eight (8) 15-minute presentations. At other times when there are no plasma presentations scheduled, attendees will be able to "surf" the e-poster system and view/read the electronic PDFs of the abstract presentations at the plasma stations.

There will be three (3) 15-minute presentations during the presentation times above at each of the Moderated Poster pathway presentation stations. At other times when there are no plasma presentations scheduled, attendees will be able to "surf" the e-
poster system and view/read the electronic PDFs of the abstract presentations at the plasma stations.

Staff will monitor compliance in the above areas and presenters who do not show or who do not post disclosure information will not be allowed to present.

Attending the Meeting
IMPORTANT! ACC.15 will officially kick off with the Opening Showcase and Late-Breaking Clinical Trials at 8:00 a.m. on Saturday, March 14, and will close on Monday, March 16 at 8:00 p.m. after Convocation. All sessions will take place in the San Diego Convention Center, 111 W. Harbor Drive, San Diego, CA 92101.

New Embargo Policies
Please review the ACC Embargo Policies. Note that there has been an important change to the timing of the embargo for posters. The embargo for posters, except for a small number of posters selected for media promotion, will end at 8:00 a.m. EST/1:00 p.m. UTC on March 2, 2015.

Disclosures
The American College of Cardiology Foundation (ACCF) is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) as well as the American Nursing Credentialing Center (ANCC). As such, we must abide by all ACCME and ANCC expectations for our practice of continuing medical and nursing education, which includes implementing a process whereby everyone who is in a position to control the content of an educational activity must disclose all relevant financial relationship with any commercial interest. Should it be determined that a conflict of interest exists as a result of a financial relationship you (or spouse) may have, this will need to be resolved prior to the activity. Accordingly, if you have not already done so, please submit your disclosure information via ACC’s online disclosure portal. To access, please go to https://services.acc.org/Disclosure. Use your ACC username and password to login. If you do not have an ACC username and password, please contact the ACC Resource Center at 1-800-253-4636 or from outside the US, 202.375.6000 ext. 5603, and inform them that you need your login information for the disclosure system.

If you have not already done so, please update your online disclosure information by January 15, 2015. This information will be reviewed by the oversight committee or chair. Staff will follow-up with you to advise if any conflicts of interest (COI) were identified, and the recommended resolution mechanisms. Standard ACCF COI resolution mechanisms are available for viewing on acc.org.education/disclosure toolkit. In accordance with ACCME and ANCC stipulations, in the unlikely event there is a refusal to disclose or inability to resolve potential COI, we will be unable to continue with your portion of the activity. Similarly, if all coauthors do not disclose, we will be unable to continue with your portion of the activity.
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ACC Poster Moderator

Disclosures:

Click on this link to see a map of the poster hall: ACC.15 Map of Poster Hall. Before the conference, you will be given the screen number of the presentations in your group.

Click on this link to view a representation of the Moderated Poster Theaters.

For technical question about this email, please contact support@abstractsonline.com.

Should you need to contact ACC about this activity, email Matthew Parks at mparks@acc.org. Contact Margaret Zetts at mzetts@crf.org with questions about TCT@ACC-i2. For your ACC login and password (for disclosures), contact the Resource Center at resource@acc.org or call 1.800.253.4636 or from outside the US, 202.375.6000 ext. 5603.

Sincerely,

Athena Poppas, MD, FACC
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